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Optimal Angle Reduction - A Behavioral Approach to
Linear System Approximation

Berend Roorda∗ Siep Weiland†

Paper submitted to Linear Algebra and its Applications

Abstract

We investigate the problem of optimal state reduction under minimization of the angle between system behaviors.
The angle is defined in a worst-case sense, as the largest angle that can occur between a system trajectory and
its optimal approximation in the reduced order model. This problem is analysed for linear time-invariant finite
dimensional systems, in a behavioral�2-setting, without reference to input/output decompositions and stability
considerations. The notion of a weakest past-future link is introduced and it is shown how this concept is applied
for the purpose of model reduction. A method that reduces the state dimension by one is presented and shown to
be optimal. Specific algorithms are provided for the numerical implementation of the approximation method.

Keywords

Optimal model reduction, State space balancing,�2-systems, Least squares optimization, Gap metrics, Hankel-
norm reduction.

1 Introduction

The general aim of model approximation is to replace a complex dynamical system by a simpler, less complex
one without undue loss of accuracy. Model approximation techniques have been proven to be of paramount
interest in engineering and in areas where modeling, control and system identification are the key elements in the
analysis and synthesis of dynamical systems. In econometrics and statistical data analysis, model approximation
is commonly used to reduce the order of high order regression models. In identification and spectral estimation,
high order estimates are often used as the basis for lower order approximants.

Many techniques have been developed for approximating a complex system by a simpler one. The standard
paradigm is to approximate a linear time-invariant system of McMillan degreen by another linear time-invariant
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system of lower degree such that the behavior of the approximate system resembles that of the original, more
complex system. Balanced truncations [8, 13, 18, 21], optimal Hankel norm reductions [1, 11, 17, 28], spectral
reductions [16], Padé approximations [5], projection techniques [29] and model reductions by means ofAkaike’s
canonical correlations [2,15,20] are common examples of this theme. See also [4,12,19,22] for other seminal
contributions in this field.

In many such theories, systems are assumed to be stable, in input-output form and often with stochastic assump-
tions on system variables. In spite of the unquestionable strength and widespread applications of these model
approximation techniques this paradigm has, however, some important shortcomings.

Firstly, few techniques provide quantitative insight in the question of the accuracy of the approximate model with
respect to the original, complex one. Many model reduction techniques are based on heuristic procedures and the
quality of the approximate model is usually judged on the basis of visual inspection of typical system responses,
such as frequency responses, impulse responses, etc. Obviously, the lack of a rigorous quality assessment of
approximate models is unsatisfactory from a system theoretic point of view.

Secondly, many models of physical and economical systems do not allow an obvious or natural represention in
input-output form. Assuming such an input-output structure to be present is undesirable for at least two reasons.
The first is a pragmatic one: if a system has no obvious partitioning of input and output variables, there seems
little reason to assume one for the sake of a paradigm. The second reason is related to the non-uniqueness of
such a partitioning: different choices of input and output variables lead to different approximate models which
seems undesirable. The effect of the non-uniqueness (in the choice of input and output variables) on approximate
models has never been subject of investigation.

Thirdly, the fact that many model approximation techniques assume stability of the system, constitutes a severe
limitation for many practical situations. For unstable systems it is in general undesirable to apply model
approximation techniques on the stabilized system.

The present paper is motivated by these shortcomings. We investigate an optimal model approximation problem
for the class of linear time-invariant systems on discrete time. Following the behavioral framework [32, 33],
systems will be defined as sets of time series. It is a distinctive feature of our approach that system variables
are treated in a symmetric way without an explicit distinction between input and output variables. The theoret-
ical development is carried out without reference to system representations and without stability assumptions.
Obviously, a theory onoptimal model approximation should start with concise definitions of model classes,
and notions such as system complexity and system accuracy. Roughly speaking, we address the question of
synthesizing a linear time-invariant dynamical system whose state dimension is strictly smaller than the one of
a given system, and such that the angle between the two systems is minimized. The angle between two systems
is defined in a worst-case sense, as the largest angle that can occur between the trajectories in one system and
their closest approximations in the other. Here, ‘closest approximation’ will be understood in a deterministic
least squares sense.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions and preliminaries, and Section 3
the formulation of theoptimal angle reduction problem. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of canonical
past-future links, and in Section 5 it is shown how truncation of these links generate optimal angle approximants,
for systems of (co-)rank one and reduction of the degree by one. Partial results are obtained for reducing the
degree by one for systems of arbitrary rank. Section 6 describes how this reduction technique is implemented
in terms of canonical isometric state representations. Explicit reduction formulas are given, together with some
error bounds for lower order approximations derived from sequential reductions. In Section 7 we compare the
approach with some other reduction techniques, in particular with optimal Hankel norm approximation [11].
Section 8 contains an exact numerical example.
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To make the paper as self contained as possible, we have incorporated many proofs of basic system properties.
We believe that this enhances the tutorial value of the paper. Some early results of this work have been published
in [26,27].

Notation

Integers, positive integers, and the real and complex numbers are denoted byZ, N, R andC, respectively.Z+
andZ− denote the non-negative and negative elements ofZ, respectively. ForT ⊆ Z and(W, ‖ · ‖) a normed
vector space we define�(T ,W) := WT and�2(T ,W) := {w ∈ �(T ,W) | ∑t∈T ‖wt‖2 < ∞}. The latter
space is equipped with its usual inner product,〈·, ·〉, and is also denoted as�2 or �q2 if the dimensionq of W
is relevant for the context. Further,�−2 := �2(Z−,W) and�+2 := �2(Z+,W). The symbol0 will indicate
the zero-element in any of these sets. The evaluation of a time seriesw ∈ �(T ,W) at time t ∈ T will be
denoted aswt . Multiple evaluations will be denoted as{. . .w−2,w−1|w0,w1 . . . } where the symbol| is used
to separate evaluations inZ− andZ+. The restriction of a time seriesw and the restriction of a set of time
seriesB ⊂ �(Z,W) to a subsetI ⊂ Z is denoted aswI, andBI. Fork ∈ Z, σk : �2 → �2 denotes thek-shift
(σ kw)t = wt+k. We refer toleft-shifts if k > 0 and toright-shifts if k < 0. Left-shifts are also applied to�+2
and right-shifts to�−2 , with obvious definitions. Ifw ∈ �2 is a multivariate time series, then shifts(w) denotes
the collection of all shifts ofw, i.e., shifts(w) := {σkw | k ∈ Z}. The symbol⊥ is defined, givenw,w′ ∈ �2,
asw ⊥ w′ :⇔ 〈w,w′〉 = 0. If B,B′ ⊆ �2 thenB ⊥ B′ means thatw ⊥ w′ for all w ∈ B andw′ ∈ B′.
The symbol∧

t
denotes the concatenation product of time series at timet , i.e. w ∧

t
w′ denotes the time series

{. . . ,wt−2,wt−1,w′t ,w′t+1, . . . }. We write∧ for ∧
t

if the concatenation instantt is obvious from the context.

Thek-th unit pulse in�q2 is denoted asek and defined as the time series which is equal to zero except for a unit
entry at thek-th component at timet = 0. Forn ∈ N, In is then × n identity matrix,ek is thek-th standard
unit vector ofRn, andEk ∈ R

n×(n−1) is the matrixIn from which thek-th column has been removed.

2 Systems

2.1 Dynamical systems

Following the behavioral framework initiated by Willems [32, 33], a dynamical system, or asystem for short,
is a set of mappingsw : T → W defined on atime set T and taking values in asignal space W . A system is
therefore a subsetB ⊆ �(T ,W). Elements inB are calledtrajectories and we sometimes refer toB as the
behavior. In this paper we exclusively consider systems with discrete time setT = Z and finite dimensional
real-valued signal spacesW = R

q . We will further focus on�2-systems which are subsets of�2. A system
B is calledlinear if B is a linear subspace of�(T ,W). It is calledtime-invariant if w ∈ B implies that the
k-shifted trajectoryσkw belongs toB for any integerk ∈ Z. Further, a subsetB ⊆ �2 is called�2-complete
if a trajectoryw belongs toB wheneverw ∈ �2 and its restrictionswI ∈ BI for all (finite) intervalsI ⊂ Z.
Linearity, time-invariance and�2-completeness define the system class which we study in this paper.

Definition 2.1 (System Class)
The system class L

q is the set of all linear, time-invariant and �2-complete systems B ⊆ �2(Z,R
q). We write

L for L
q if the dimension q of the signal space is clear from the context.

Some first qualitative properties of systems inL are given in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.2
Systems in L are closed in the sense that they define closed subspaces of �2. All nonzero systems in L have
infinite dimension.

Proof. To see the first statement, letB ∈ L and letw(i) ∈ B, i ∈ Z+ be a sequence of time series that
converges (in the�2 topology) tow ∈ �2. Let I ⊂ Z be an interval. Thenw(i)

I ∈ BI and sinceBI is finite

dimensional, the limitvI := lim i→∞ w(i)
I exists, is contained inBI andvI = wI. HencewI ∈ BI for all

intervalsI ⊂ Z. Sincew ∈ �2 andB is�2-complete, it follows thatw ∈ B. Conclude thatB is closed. To prove
the second statement, suppose thatB has finite dimensionn. This implies that for everyw ∈ B the elements
w, σw, . . . , σ nw are linearly dependent. Hencew satisfies an equation of the formα0wt + . . . αnwt+n = 0
whereαi ∈ R. Each component ofw is therefore a polynomial-exponential time series. However, the only
square summable polynomial-exponential time series is0. Hence,B = 0. ✷

We remark that not every linear closed and time-invariant subspace of�2 belongs toL. See Example 2.9 below.

Example 2.3
The system

D = {w = ( u
y
) ∈ �2

2 | yt = ut − ut−1}. (2.1)

will be used as a simple illustration of notions throughout. This is a system inL
2. It models ‘taking first

differences’, as the second component is the first difference of the first component.

2.2 Rank and degree

The complexity of a system is a measure of how many trajectories the system allows. The dimension of a system
restricted to a (finite) time-window is taken as a useful measure of system complexity. The following definition
exploits the fact that for systems in the model classL this dimension is an affine function of the length of the
time-window.

Definition 2.4 (Rank, degree, complexity)
The complexityof a dynamical systemB ∈ L

q is the pair of integers (m, n) such that dim(B[0,N−1]) = mN+n
for all N ≥ n. The number m is called the rankof the system, q −m its co-rank, and n its degree.

Proof of correctness. A proof is given in [23] and based on results in [32]. As the argument is also needed
in other proofs, we give a (slightly adapted) proof. LetB ∈ L

q and consider the integersLk := dim{w ∈
R
q |0 ∧ w ∈ B[−k,0]}. Then dim(B[0,N−1]) = �N−1

k=0 Lj and the sequence{Lk} is non-increasing and bounded
by q. Consequently, the limitL∗ := limk→∞ Lk exists and is achieved for some finitek∗ ∈ Z+. This implies
that for allN ≥ k∗, dim(B[0,N−1]) = mN + n with m = L∗ andn = �k∗−1

k=0 (Lk − L∗). Finally, all terms in
the latter summation are at least one, sok∗ ≤ n and hence the dimension formula is valid for allN ≥ n. ✷

Lemma 2.5
Let B ∈ L

q and let (m, n) denote its complexity. Then

1. 0 ≤ m ≤ q. If m = 0 then n = 0 and B = 0; if m = q, then n = 0 and B = �
q
2.

2. dim{w ∈ B[0,N−1] | 0 ∧
0

w ∈ B(−∞,N−1]} = dim{w ∈ B[0,N−1] | w ∧
N

0 ∈ B[0,∞)} = mN .
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3. If m �= 0 then B contains a non-zero trajectory of finite support.

Proof. 1. As 0≤ dimB[0,N ] − dimB[0,N−1] ≤ q. If m = 0 then dimB[0,N−1] = n for all N ≥ n, and
hence dimB = n. It follows from Lemma 2.2 thatB = 0, and hencen = 0. If m = q, thenB[0,N−1] =
�2([0, N − 1],Rq), and completeness impliesB = �

q
2, andn = 0.

2. Let I ⊂ Z be an interval of lengthN and defineB0∧
I as the subspace ofBI whose trajectories can be

preceded by zeros inB. It follows from the definition ofL∗(= m) in the proof of correctness of Definition 2.4
thatB0∧

I has dimensionmN . Similarly, the dimension ofB∧0
I , the subspace ofBI whose trajectories can be

followed by zeros, also has dimensionmN .

3. LetI ⊂ Z be an interval of lengthN and defineB0
I := {w ∈ BI | 0 ∧ w ∧ 0 ∈ B}. Then

B0
I = B0∧

I ∩B∧0
I (2.2)

and both sets in the righthand side aremN -dimensional subspaces ofBI, which itself has dimensionmN + n

for N ≥ n. Hence

mN − n ≤ dimB0
I ≤ mN (2.3)

for all N ≥ n . Since the lower bound is strictly positive ifm �= 0 andN > n, we conclude thatB contains a
non-zero trajectory of finite support. ✷

It follows that all�2-systems in one variable (i.e. withq = 1) are trivial. The rank of a system denotes its degree
of freedom at each time instant. The degree corresponds to the degree of freedom due to initial conditions.
These numbers have elegant system theoretic interpretations. In fact, the rank and the degree are, resp., the
dimensions of the input- and state space of any (minimal) input-state-output representation of the system. See
section 6. Further, it can be shown that a systemB ∈ L

q of rankm and degreen is the set of�2 solutions of
q −m ordinary difference equations of total ordern.

Example 2.6
Consider the systemD given by (2.1). At any finite intervalI of lengthN eitheru or y can be given arbitrary
values, and one initial or end value of the other variable is arbitrary. This implies that dimDI = N + 1, so the
rank and degree ofD are both one.

2.3 Orthogonal Complement

The orthogonal complement of an�2-systemB is defined as the set of square summable time series that are
orthogonal to all elements of the system, i.e.,

B̃ := B⊥ := {w̃ ∈ �
q
2 | w ⊥ w̃ for all w ∈ B}.

Some basic properties of the orthogonal complement are summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.7 (Orthogonal Complement)
Let B be a system in L

q of complexity (m, n) and let B̃ be its orthogonal complement. Then

1. �q2 = B⊕ B̃ and (B̃)⊥ = B.
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2. B̃ belongs to L
q .

3. B̃ has complexity (q −m, n).

Proof. 1. This is a well-known property of closed subspaces of Hilbert spaces, cf. Lemma 2.2

2. Clearly,B̃ is linear and shift-invariant.�2-completeness can be deduced from Statement 3 of Lemma 2.5.

3. Let I ⊂ Z be an interval of lengthN and observe that(B̃I)
⊥ = B0

I (see (2.2) for the notation), as
indeedw̄ ⊥ B̃I if and only if 0 ∧ w̄ ∧ 0 in B. So dimB̃I + dimB0

I = qN . From (2.3) it follows that
(q − m)N ≤ dim B̃I ≤ (q − m)N + n for all N ≥ n. Conclude that̃B has rankq − m and degreẽn ≤ n.
From(B̃)⊥ = B it follows thatn ≤ ñ, son = ñ. ✷

The reader may skip the remainder of Section 2 and refer to this part when it is required in Section 5.

2.4 From trajectory to system

Dynamical systems can be generated from a finite number of time series by a process calledcompletion. For a
subspaceB ⊆ �

q
2 its completion is defined as

comp(B) := {w ∈ �
q
2 | wI ∈ BI for all (finite) intervalsI ⊂ Z}.

It follows that comp(B) is the smallest�2-complete set that containsB. Note thatB ∈ L
q implies that

comp(B) = B.

Definition 2.8 (System generated by trajectories)
The system generated by a finite set of time series w(i) ∈ �

q
2, i = 1, . . . , m is defined as

B(w(1), . . . ,w(m)) = comp(span[shifts(w(1), . . . ,w(m))]).

Note thatB(w(1), . . . ,w(m)) belongs toL
q , as the completion process does not distort linearity and time-

invariance. ObviouslyB(w(1), . . . ,w(m)) is the smallest dynamical system (inL
q ) containing{w(1), . . . ,w(m)}.

In view of concepts introduced in [32], it is also called themost powerful unfalsified model of the given time
series.

Example 2.9
The completion process may considerably enlarge a set of time-series. An example taken from [14] illustrates
this. Let

w :=
[
. . . 0 0 1 0 0. . .
. . . 0 0 1

12
1
22

1
32 . . .

]
.

Every finite time series can be decomposed in a basis consisting of shifts ofw, i.e.{span[shifts(w)]}I = R
2×N

whereN is the length ofI. HenceB(w) = �2. This also shows that span[shifts(w)] is a time-invariant, linear
closed subset of�2 that is not�2-complete. In fact, a generic time series (suitably defined) in�

q
2 generates the

trivial system�q2.
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The example shows that time series may be “too rich” to qualify as generators of systems of finite complexity.
We will therefore consider systems that are generated by time series of finite degree. Formally, a time series
w ∈ �2 is said to havefinite degree if both its forward degree and itsbackward degree are finite. Here,

forward degree:= dim(span{(σ j+1w)Z+}j∈Z+)

backward degree:= dim(span{(σ−jw)Z−}j∈Z+).
(2.4)

Thetotal degree of a finite set of finite degree time series is the sum of the forward degrees and backward degrees
of their elements. Well known examples of finite degree trajectories are impulse- and step responses of finite
dimensional linear time-invariant systems in input-output form.

Proposition 2.10 (Finite degree generators)
Letw(1), . . . ,w(m) ∈ �

q
2 be a set of finite degree trajectories with total degree n. ThenB := B(w(1), . . . ,w(m))

has rank at most m and degree at most n.

Proof. Let w(1), . . . ,w(m) have finite degree en letI = [0, N − 1], N > 0. We first show that

BI =
(
span[shifts(w(1), . . . ,w(m))]

)
I
. (2.5)

To see this, consider the spaces spanned by shifts over a restricted lag,

B
(K)
I :=

(
span[σ i1w(1), . . . σ

imw(m)]−K≤ij≤K
)

I
. (2.6)

Then

0⊆ B
(0)
I ⊆ . . . ⊆ B

(K)
I ⊆ B

(K+1)
I . . .

defines a nested sequence of linear subspaces inR
qN . Hence its limit limK→∞B

(K)
I is attained for finiteK,

and this limit must beBI. Finally, letn′ denote the sum of all forward and backward degrees. All shifts in
the definition ofB(K)

I in (2.6) with ij �∈ [−(N − 1),0] contribute at mostn′ to the dimension of the behaviour
restricted toI, for all K. Hence dimBI ≤ mN + n′. ✷

Remark 2.11
As an alternative to Definition 2.8, systems can be generated from trajectories by means ofconvolutions. Let
w ∈ �

q
2 and define

B′(w) := {v ∗ (σ jw) | v ∈ �2(Z,R), j ∈ Z} (2.7)

where∗ denotes convolution. Then, generically,B(w) = B′(w) but B′(w) may not yield an�2-complete
system. For instance, letw = b+ σb with b a non-zero element in�q2. Thenb ∈ B(w), butb �∈ B′(w).

2.5 From system to trajectory

Next, we discuss the reverse question of how to obtain a set of generating trajectories from a given dynamical
system.

Proposition 2.12 (Trajectories generating a given system)
Let B ∈ L

q be a system with rank m and degree n.
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1. There existm time series of finite degreew(1), . . . ,w(m) ∈ �
q
2 that generateB, andB cannot be generated

by fewer time series of finite degree.

2. The minimum total degree of any set of time series that generates B is n.

3. If m = 1 then B(w) = B for all non-zero w ∈ B.

Proof. 1. LetB ∈ L have rankm and consider the induction hypothesis thatB can be generated bym finite
degree trajectories. Ifm = 0, then by Lemma 2.5,B = 0 and the hypothesis is correct. Ifm > 0 thenB
contains a non-zero trajectory, sayw, with finite support (cf. Lemma 2.5). Thenw has finite degree and we
definew(m) := w. ConsiderB ∩B(w)⊥. This set belongs toLq , has rankm− 1, and by induction hypothesis
there arem−1 trajectories of finite degree that generate this subsystem, and hence, together withw(m), generate
B.

2. The lower bound follows from Proposition 2.10 and dim(B[0,N−1]) = mN + n. Further, a set ofm time
series of total degreen is a so calledminimum lag description in terms of difference equations for the orthogonal
complement ofB. Existence of such representations is proved in e.g. [33, Proposition X.5].

3. ClearlyB(w) ⊂ B for all w ∈ B, and forw �= 0 both systems are of rank one. If this is a strict inclusion
for w �= 0, this would imply that{w′ ∈ B | w′ ⊥ B(w)} is a finite dimensional linear shift-invariant subspace
of �q2. By Lemma 2.5, this set is0 which shows thatB(w) = B, as desired. ✷

From statement 1 of Proposition 2.12 we infer that every system inL can be generated by a finite number of
finite degree trajectories. Proposition 2.12 shows that the notion of rank (Definition 2.4) is a straightforward
generalization of the rank of matrices. The image of a matrix of rankm has anm-dimensional basis. Likewise,
a system of rankm is generated bym time series. The degree determines the time-span of the system dynamics.

Example 2.13
Consider the trajectory inD given by

w =
[
. . . 0 0 1 0 . . .

. . . 0 0 1 −1 . . .

]
.

It is of finite degree, as the sets in (2.4) have dimensions 0 and 1. It generates the systemD in the sense that
B(w) = D. Also w′ := w+ σw generatesD, whileD �= {v ∗ (σ jw′) | v ∈ �2, j ∈ Z}, as the latter space does
not containw, cf. (2.7).

3 The model approximation problem

In the first part of this section a measure of ‘distance’ between two systems inL is introduced. This leads to the
formulation of a model approximation problem in the second part of this section.

8



3.1 Angle between systems

As an approximation criterion for dynamical systems we consider theangle between two systems. This is
defined as follows. The angle between two square summable time series is given by

θ(w,w′) :=


0 if w = 0 andw′ = 0

arccos
( |〈w,w′〉|
‖w‖‖w′‖

)
if w �= 0 andw′ �= 0

π/2 if eitherw = 0 or w′ = 0

.

This definition is motivated by the geometric analog of orthogonal projections in finite dimensional vector
spaces. The angle between a time series and a closed linear subspaceB′ ⊆ �2 is defined as the minimal possible
angle between the time series and elements ofB′, i.e.,

θ(w,B′) := min
w′∈B′

θ(w,w′).

This minimum exists and it is easy to see that it is attained for the orthogonal projection ofw onto B′,
i.e. θ(w,B′) = θ(w,w′) with w′ the orthogonal projection ofw onto B′. The question how to compute
projections is deferred to section 6. Figure 1 depicts the standard idea.

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✯

✲

✻
ww − w′

w′θ

B′

BB̃′

Figure 1: Orthogonal projection ofw ∈ B ontoB′, with α = θ(w,B′).

The angle between two systems is defined as the maximum angle that can occur between one system and
elements of the other.

Definition 3.1 (Angle)
The angle between two systems B and B′ in L

q is defined as

θ(B,B′) := max

{
sup

w∈B
θ(w,B′), sup

w′∈B′
θ(w′,B)

}
.

The angle is called flat if θ(B,B′) = θ(w,B′) = θ(w′,B) for all nonzero w ∈ B and w′ ∈ B′

The anglesθ(w,B′) andθ(w′,B) are well defined and bounded byπ/2 as systems inL define closed subspaces.
This implies that the suprema are finite and hence 0≤ θ(B,B′) ≤ π/2. The angle is a metric onLq as it
is nonnegative, only zero if the systems are equal, symmetric in the arguments, and it satisfies the triangular
inequality (See [6, 7]). We remark that the sinus of the angle corresponds to the gap between the two closed
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subspacesB andB′, i.e., sinθ(B,B′) = gap(B,B′) := ‖�B − �B′ ‖ where�B denotes the orthogonal
projection of�2 onto the closed subspaceB ⊆ �2. See [6, 7, 9, 10] for details on the gap metric. Some other
basic properties of the angle are summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2
Let B and B′ be elements of L of rank m and m′, respectively. Then

1. θ(B,B′) = π/2 if m �= m′.

2. if θ(B,B′) < π/2 then supw∈B θ(w,B′) = supw′∈B′ θ(w′,B).

3. θ(B,B′) = θ(B̃, B̃′).

4. θ(B,B′)+ θ(B̃,B′) ≥ π/2 and equality holds if and only if the angle is flat.

Proof. To prove statement 1, letw(1), . . . ,w(m) andw′(1), . . . ,w′
(m′) be such thatB = B(w(1), . . . ,w(m))

andB′ = B(w′(1), . . . ,w′
(m′)) and suppose thatm < m′. Let ŵ(i) := �B′w(i), i = 1, . . . , m and consider

the systemB′′ := B(ŵ(1), . . . , ŵ(m)). Since,ŵ(i) ∈ B′ for all i, it follows thatB′′ ⊆ B′. If m < m′, then
by Proposition 2.12, the latter inclusion is a proper one and hence there exists a non-zerow′ ∈ B′ which is
orthogonal to all trajectories inB. Therefore,�Bw′ = 0 so that

sup
w∈B′

θ(w,B) ≥ θ(w′,B) = θ(w′, 0) = π/2.

Consequently,θ(B,B′) = π/2. This also proves statement 3 in caseB andB′ are of different rank. If the
ranks are the same, we prove thatθ(B,B′) ≤ θ(B⊥,B′⊥), so that equality follows by a similar statement with
B andB̃ interchanged. Let̂w ∈ B have norm 1. Then̂w = γ ŵ′ + γ̃ w̃′, with ŵ′ ∈ B′ andw̃′ ∈ B̃′, with
‖ŵ′‖ = ‖w̃′‖ = 1 andγ 2 + γ̃ 2 = 1. Soθ(ŵ,B′) = θ(ŵ, ŵ′) = arcsin(γ̃ ), and hencẽw′ = γ ŵ + γ̃ w̄ for
somew̄ with w̄ ⊥ ŵ and‖w̄‖ = 1. Substituting this in the first equation giveŝw = γ 2ŵ + γ γ̃ w̄ + γ̃ w̃′ or
w̃′ = γ̃ ŵ+ γ w̄. Henceθ(w̃′,B) ≤ arcsin(γ ) and it follows thatθ(B̃, B̃′) ≥ θ(w̃′, B̃) ≥ arcsin(γ̃ ). To prove
statement 2, note that the projections�B and�B′ are injective ifθ(B,B′) < π/2. Letw ∈ B. By injectivity
of �B, there existsw′′ ∈ B′ such that�Bw′′ = w. Thenθ(w,B′) ≤ θ(w′′,B) ≤ supw′∈B′ θ(w′,B).
Taking the supremum over allw ∈ B thus yields that supw∈B θ(w,B′) ≤ supw′ ∈ B′θ(w′,B). A similar
argument yields the converse inequality, which proves statement 2. Statement 4 follows from the identity
π/2= supw∈B θ(w,B′)+ inf w̃∈B̃,w̃ �=0 θ(w̃,B

′). ✷

The angle-criterion is a robust criterion in the following sense. If the angle between the systemB andB′ is
small, then forevery system trajectory inB there exist accurate approximations inB′. Conversely,no trajectory
in B′ is far away fromB.

Example 3.3
We compute the angle betweenD and the static system

C := {w = ( u
y
) ∈ �2

2 | yt = ut }.
First we compute the orthogonal projection of an element inD ontoC. As C is a static system, this projection
can be carried out pointwise: the projection ofwt = (ut , yt ) ∈ D is given byŵt = (1

2(ut + yt ), 1
2(ut + yt )).

Hence the angle of(u, y) ∈ D with respect toC is the angle between(u, y) and(1
2(u + y), 1

2(u + y)). This
angle is given by arccos(‖ŵ‖/‖w‖) = arccos(1

2

√
2) = π/4. This angle is not flat.
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3.2 Problem formulation

The notions introduced so far lead to the following problem formulation.

Definition 3.4 (Optimal Angle Reduction (OAR) problem)
Given a system B ∈ L with rank m and degree n, and an integer n′ < n. The optimal angle reduction problem
amounts to determining a system R ∈ L with the same rank m and degree at most n′, such that the angle
θ(B,R) is minimized. Any such system R is called an optimal degreen′ approximantof B.

In this paper we will characterize the optimal degree(n−1) angle approximants of systemsB ∈ L of degreen.
The following characterizations of optimal approximants are immediate from Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 3.2.
Let (rev(w))(t) := w−t be the time reversal operator and letBrev := {w | rev(w) ∈ B} denote the time reversed
systemB.

Corollary 3.5
Let B ∈ L. The following conditions are equivalent.

1. R is an optimal approximant of B.

2. R⊥ is an optimal approximant of B⊥.

3. Rrev is an optimal aproximant of Brev.

4 Cutting links between past and future

4.1 Past-future links

In this section we introduce the system structures that are relevant for the model approximation problem. Let
B ∈ L be a given system and define its past and future behavior as

B− := BZ− = B(−∞,−1]
B+ := BZ+ = B[0,∞).

(4.1)

Obviously, for every concatenated trajectoryw− ∧w+ belonging toB its pastw− belongs toB− and its future
w+ to B+. The converse, however, is not true:w− ∈ B−, w+ ∈ B+ does not imply that the concatenation
w−∧w+ belongs toB. Indeed, dynamical systems are characterized by the property that their memory structure
causes past and future behavior to be linked. In this section we discuss some qualitative and quantitative aspects
of the memory structure. The trajectoriesw− ∈ B− andw+ ∈ B+ are said to becompatible (or linked) if their
concatenationw−∧w+ ∈ B. For any such compatible pair,w+ is said to be aminimal future of w− if its norm,
‖w+‖, is minimal among all compatible futures ofw−. The notion of aminimal past is similarly defined.

Definition 4.1 (Past-future links)
A past-future link of a system B is a system trajectory w = w− ∧ w+ ∈ B in which w− is a minimal past of
w+ and w+ a minimal future of w−. The set of all past-future links of B is denoted by B⇔. The set of all
minimal futures of trajectories in B− is denoted by B⇒. Similarly, B⇐ denotes the set of all minimal pasts.
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Note thatB⇒ = [B⇔]+ andB⇐ = [B⇔]−. Clearly, a past trajectory may or may not be compatible with
a zero future. Similarly, futures (i.e. trajectories inB+) may or may not be compatible with a zero past. To
distinguish between these trajectories we introduce what we will call theleft- andright-part of the system.

B←o := {w ∈ B | wt = 0 for t ≥ 0} and

Bo→ := {w ∈ B | wt = 0 for t < 0} (4.2)

The idea is that these sets reflect pasts that bring the system into its equilibrium, or futures that can emerge from
rest. In the next proposition we summarize some basic properties of past-future links.

Proposition 4.2 (Past-future links)
Let B ∈ L have complexity (m, n). Then

1. B = B←o ⊕B⇔ ⊕Bo→.

2. dim(B⇔), dim(B⇐) and dim(B⇒) are all finite and equal to n.

3. if w ∈ B then w ⊥ B⇔ is equivalent to either w− ⊥ B⇐ or w+ ⊥ B⇒.

4. σ jB⇒ ⊆ B⇒ and σ−jB⇐ ⊆ B⇐ for all j ∈ Z+.

5. w ∈ B⇔, and w[0,n] = 0 implies w = 0.

Proof. 1. First observe thatB←o ⊥ Bo→. SinceB⇔ = B ∩ (B←o + Bo→)⊥ it follows that B =
B←o ⊕B⇔ ⊕Bo→ as desired.

2. Equality of the dimension of the sets follows from the fact that minimal futures are functions of minimal
pasts and vice versa. Equality to the degree ofB follows from Statement 6.

3. Forw ∈ B with w− ⊥ B⇐, the first statement implies that(w− ∧ 0) ∈ B, hence(0 ∧ w+) ∈ B, hence
w+ ⊥ B⇒.

4. Letp ∈ B− andf ∈ B+ be compatible inB, i.e., so that(p∧ f) ∈ B. If f is a minimal future ofp, then for
anyj > 0 the tailf[j,∞) is a minimal norm continuation ofp∧ f[0,j−1]. By time invariance ofB, the trajectory
[σ j (p ∧ f)](−∞,−1] belongs toB− so thatσ j f ∈ B+ is its minimal future. Hence, for anyj > 0, σ j f ∈ B⇒
wheneverf ∈ B⇒. The second inclusion is proven in a similar way.

5. Supposew[0,n] = 0 andw+ �= 0, then{w+, . . . , σ nw+} would be a set ofn + 1 independent elements of
then-dimensional spaceB⇒. ✷

Of particular interest is the relation between past-future links in a system and its orthogonal complement.

Proposition 4.3 (Links in orthogonal complement)
Let B be a system in L with orthogonal complement B̃. Then

1. B⇐ = B̃⇐, B⇒ = B̃⇒

2. B⇐ = B− ∩ B̃−, B⇒ = B+ ∩ B̃+

3. B⇔ ⊥ B̃⇔

12



Proof.

1. B⇐ andB̃⇐ are both the orthogonal complement ofB←o ⊕ B̃←o in �−2 , so they must be identical.

2. In view of the previous, clearlyB⇐ is contained inB− ∩ B̃−. Equality follows from equality of
dimensions.

3. Trivial, as every trajectory inB is orthogonal to every trajectory iñB.

✷

Summarizing, three concepts coincide: a minimal past in a system, a minimal past in its orthogonal complement,
and the intersection of past behavior of a system and past behavior of its orthogonal complement. Therefore,
the only difference between a system and its orthogonal complement is the way in which the minimal pasts are
linked with their minimal futures.

4.2 Weakest past-future links

As we shall see, optimal degree-one approximations of a system are determined by the weakest link between
past and future in a system. This notion is defined as follows.

Definition 4.4 (Weakest gain and weakest link)
The weakest forwardand weakest backward gainof a system B ∈ L is defined as, respectively,

−→ρ := min{ ‖f‖‖p‖ | 0 �= (p ∧ f) ∈ B⇔}
←−ρ := min{‖p‖‖f‖ | 0 �= (p ∧ f) ∈ B⇔}

Weakest forward and backward links in B are past-future links that achieve the ratios −→ρ and←−ρ , respectively.
The weakest gain, ρ, of B is the minimum of −→ρ and←−ρ , and weakest linksare weakest forward or backward
links that achieve this ratio.

Hence, a weakest forward gain quantifies the minimal relative size of futures versus pasts in the set of all past-
future links of the system. Further notice that 0< ρ ≤ 1, and thatρ = 1 implies that all past-future ratios in
B⇔ are one.

Example 4.5
A weakest linkp ∧ f ∈ D is given by

pt :=
[

2
−1+√5

](
1

2
(3−√5)

)−t−1

, t ∈ Z−

ft :=
[

3−√5
1−√5

](
1

2
(3−√5)

)t
, t ∈ Z+.

The time series belongs toD, its past,p is orthogonal toD←o and hence of minimal size. Similarly,f is
orthogonal toDo→ and is therefore also of minimal norm. In fact,p ∧ f is a weakest forward as well as a
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weakest backward link, and the set of all those links is given by scalar multiples of this time series. This is

always the case for systems of degree one. Here, the weakest backward gain←−ρ = ‖p‖/‖f‖ =
√

1
2(3+

√
5)

and the weakest forward gain−→ρ = 1/←−ρ =
√

1
2(3−

√
5), which is the smallest and hence equal to the weakest

gainρ of D.

4.3 Canonical links and ratios

The weakest backward and forward gain of a systemB ∈ L determine the bounds for all past-future ratios
‖p‖/‖f‖ in past-future links: they are in between←−ρ and−→ρ −1. We refine these notions of extreme ratios to a
set of non-decreasing past-future ratios

←−ρ =: ρ1 ≤ . . . ≤ ρi ≤ . . . ≤ ρn = −→ρ −1 (4.3)

with n equal to the degree of the system. These numbers are called thecanonical past-future ratios of B.

Definition 4.6 (Canonical past-future ratios and links)
The canonical past-future ratiosρ1, . . . , ρn and the canonical past-future linkŝw(1), . . . , ŵ(n) ofB, are defined
recursively by setting ρ1 =←−ρ and ŵ(1) ∈ B⇔ equal to a weakest backward link in B and

ρk := min{‖p‖‖f‖ | 0 �= (p ∧ f) ∈ B⇔ and (p ∧ f) ⊥ ŵ(i), for i = 1, . . . , k − 1},

where ŵ(i) ∈ B⇔, i = 1, . . . , k − 1 is such that

ρi = {
‖ŵ−(i)‖
‖ŵ+(i)‖

and ŵ(i) ⊥ ŵ(j), for j < i.

In addition, we say that a ρk has multiplicity r if the number ρk occurs precisely r times in (4.3).

The following proposition shows that the canonical links of a system and the canonical links of its orthogonal
complement are closely related.

Proposition 4.7 (Canonical past-future links)
Let B ∈ L have degree n and let {ρk}nk=1 and {ρ̃k}nk=1 be the canonical past-future ratios of B and B̃ = B⊥,
respectively. Then

1. ρk = ρ̃−1
n−k+1 for k = 1, . . . , n.

2. there exist orthonormal bases P := {p(1), . . . ,p(n)} for B⇐ and F := {f(1), . . . , f(n)} for B⇒ such that
the trajectories

ŵ(k) := γ̃kp(k) ∧ γkf(k), (4.4)

w̃(k) := γkp(k) ∧ −γ̃kf(k) (4.5)

where k = 1, . . . , n and

γ 2
k :=

1

1+ ρ2
k

; and γ̃ 2
k :=

ρ2
k

1+ ρ2
k

.
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define orthonormal basesX := {ŵ(1), . . . , ŵ(n)} and X̃ := {w̃(1), . . . , w̃(n)} ofB⇔ and B̃⇔, respectively.
Moreover, X and X̃ are the canonical past-future links corresponding to the canonical ratios {ρk}nk=1 and{ρ̃k}nk=1 and whenever all canonical past-future ratios are distinct, these bases are unique modulo n sign
changes in one of the four bases.

Proof. Let φ : B⇒ → B⇐ be the mapping that associates withf ∈ B⇒ its minimal compatible antecedent
p ∈ B⇐ in B. Since bothB⇒ andB⇐ aren-dimensional,φ has finite rank and admits a diadic expansion of
the formφ = ∑n

k=1 σkp(k)〈f(k), ·〉 with σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σn its singular values. Now take forP andF resp. these
left- and right singular vectors, which are orthonormal bases forB⇐ andB⇒. It follows thatσk = 1/ρk, and
thatX is indeed an orthonormal basis ofB⇔ consisting of canonical links. Moreover,σn denotes the smallest
singular value ofφ, and hence−→ρ = σn, which proves the equation in (4.3). Using Proposition 4.3 it is easily
deduced that̃X is an orthonormal basis of̃B⇔. Moreover, the quotient

‖γkp(k)‖
‖γ̃kf(k)‖ =

γk

γ̃k
= ρ−1

k

defines a canonical past-future ratio, namelyρ̃n−k+1, of B̃. This proves the result. ✷

It follows from Proposition 4.7 that canonical past-future links of a system and its orthogonal complement only
differ in a scaling factor of their pasts and futures. In particular, the weakest forward and weakest backward
gain of a system are equal to the weakest backward and weakest forward gain of its orthogonal complement,
and the weakest gain of a system equals the weakest gain of its orthogonal complement.

4.4 Cutting canonical links

In this section we analyze the effect of cutting past-future links of a system. Here, ‘cutting’will mean annihilating
either the past or the future in a past-future link. LetB ∈ L have degreen and suppose thatP = {p(1), . . . ,p(n)}
andF = {f(1), . . . , f(n)} are orthonormal bases ofB⇐ andB⇒ with properties as stated in Proposition 4.7.
Consider, fork = 1, . . . , n the following systems:

B
(
p(k) ∧ 0

)
(4.6)

B
(
0 ∧ f(k)

)
(4.7)

B
(
γ̃kp(k) ∧ γkf(k)

) = B
(
ŵ(k)

)
(4.8)

B
(
γkp(k) ∧ −γ̃kf(k)

) = B
(
w̃(k)

)
(4.9)

By construction,B(ŵ(k)) ⊆ B andB(w̃(k)) ⊆ B̃ and equality holds whenever these systems have rankm = 1.
The following proposition provides a main tool in the construction of optimal approximate systems.

Proposition 4.8
Let B ∈ L have complexity (n,m) and let 1≤ k ≤ n. Then

1. the systems (4.6), (4.7),(4.8),(4.9) have rank 1.

2. the systems (4.6) and (4.7) have degree at most n− 1.

3. if m = 1 then B(ŵ(k)) = B

4. if m = q − 1 then B(w̃(k)) = B̃
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5. shifts(p(k) ∧ 0) ⊥ shifts(0 ∧ f(k))

6. θ(B(ŵ(k)),B(p(k) ∧ 0)) = arcsin(γk) = θ(B(w̃(k)),B(0 ∧ f(k)))

7. θ(B(ŵ(k)),B(0 ∧ f(k))) = arcsin(γ̃k) = θ(B(w̃(k)),B(p(k) ∧ 0))

Proof. To simplify notation, letf = f(k) andp = p(k). By Proposition 2.10, the first statement is proven if
it is shown that all generating trajectories are of finite degree (cf. (2.4)). To see this, infer from statement 4
in Proposition 4.2 that{(σ j (0 ∧ f))[1,∞)}j∈N ⊂ B⇒. Hence,(0 ∧ f) has forward degree at mostn (and zero
backward degree). Similarly,(p ∧ 0) has backward degree at mostn. Finally, (αp ∧ βf) with α, β ∈ R has
back- and forward degree at mostn, hence its total degree is at most 2n. The bound on the degree, in the second
statement, is proven as follows. LetN > n and note that

B(0 ∧ f)[0,N ] =
(
span{[σ−j (0 ∧ f)][0,∞)}j=0,... ,N

)
[0,N ] +

(
span{[σ j (0 ∧ f)][0,∞)}j∈N

)
[0,N ] .

The second set in the right-hand side is contained inB⇒. As (0 ∧ f)[0,N ] is an element of both sets in the
right-hand side, dim(B(0 ∧ f)[0,N ]) ≤ (N + 1)+ (n− 1), so its degree is at mostn− 1.

Statement 3 and 4 follow from Proposition 2.12.

To prove statement 5, letcpj , cfj andcpfj denote, resp., the correlations〈(p ∧ 0), σ j (p ∧ 0)〉, 〈(0 ∧ f), σ j (0 ∧ f)〉,
〈(p ∧ 0), σ j (0 ∧ f)〉. Obviouslycpj = cp−j , cfj = cf−j for all j ∈ Z, and forj ∈ N, cpf−j = 0. Clearly
shifts(γp ∧ γ̃ f) ⊥ shifts(γ̃p ∧ −γ f), as these sets belong toB andB̃, resp. Orthogonality of the first argu-
ment to resp. all left- and right-shifts of the second argument yields, resp.,γ γ̃ (cpj − cfj ) − γ 2cpfj = 0 and
γ γ̃ (cpj − cfj )+ γ̃ 2cpfj = 0, for allj > 0. Substracting both equations and usingγ 2+ γ̃ 2 = 1 yieldscpfj = 0
for all j > 0.

Finally we prove the last four equalities. First consider projection of basis elements. We have

(p ∧ 0) = γ̃ (γ̃p ∧ γ f)+ γ̃ (γp ∧ −γ̃ f) (4.10)

(0 ∧ f) = γ (γ̃p ∧ γ f)− γ̃ (γp ∧ −γ̃ f) (4.11)

which are decompositions of the lefthand side into the projection ontoB andB̃. This implies that the angle
between(p ∧ 0) andB is arcsin(γ ), and the angle between(0 ∧ f) andB is arcsin(γ̃ ).

From linearity of the projection it follows that the projection ontoB of linear combinations

�j∈F⊂Zvj σ j (p ∧ 0) ∈ B(p ∧ 0)

is given by

�j∈F⊂Zvj σ j γ (γp ∧ γ̃ f) ∈ B.

Notice that the relative size of the projection is given byγ , which proves the flatness of the angle for all (finite)
linear combinations of shifts of(p ∧ 0). Use (2.5) and the definition of completion to conclude that for every
ŵ ∈ B, andK > 0 there exist minimal norm extensionŝw←, ŵ→ such that(ŵ←∧ ŵ[−K,K] ∧ ŵ→) belongs to
B and is also a finite linear combination of these shifts, and hence has the same angle. Now,‖ŵ←‖ → 0 and
‖ŵ→‖ → 0 asK → ∞. Continuity of projection now implies flatness on the whole system. The remaining
statements can be proven analogously. ✷
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4.5 Weakest gains with larger multiplicity

The multiplicity of the weakest gainρ is defined as the multiplicity of the weakest link. If this multiplicity
exceeds one, the weakest gain does not determine a unique weakest link. However, the following result shows
that the cutted links all generate one and the same system.

Proposition 4.9 (Multiple Links)
Let B be a system with rank m = 1 or m = q − 1 and suppose that the weakest gain has multiplicity r . The
systems generated by the pasts of all its weakest links are identical, and of degree n− r . Similarly, the systems
generated by the futures of all its weakest links coincide and are of degree n− r .

Proof. We prove the statement for forward links, and systems of rank 1. For backward links the proof is
analogous, and for systems of corank 1 a proof is obtained by interchanging the role ofB and its orthogonal
complement̃B, which then is of rank 1. Forr = 1 the result is already proved, so we assumer > 1.

Let L ⊂ B⇔ denote ther-dimensional space spanned by the weakest forward links, withr > 1.

First we show that there exists an elementw∗ ∈ L that belongs toσ r−1B⇔, i.e, for which the continuation
aftert = −r is minimal. Indeed, the difference between elements inL and their minimal continuations starting
already att = −r + 1 is of the form

0 ∧−r+1
w̄ ∧

0
w̄+.

This forms anr −1-dimensional space, asw̄+ is the (unique) minimal continuation of its past, and the behavior
on finite time intervals of lengthr−1 that can be preceded by zeros is of dimensionm(r−1), cf. Proposition 4.2,
and, by assumption,m = 1. AsL itself is of higher dimension, it contains an element inσ r−1B⇔. Now observe
that thisw∗ ∈ L ∩ σ r−1B⇔ must have zero values on[−r + 1,0], as otherwiseσ−r+1w∗ ∈ B⇔ would have
forward gain below−→ρ . Hence{σ−jw∗}j=0,... ,r−1 is a basis forL, and the pasts of all these basis elements
generate the same systemB(p∗ ∧ 0), with p∗ the past ofw∗. The degree of the system,n− r, is derived from
an obvious extension of the proof of Proposition 4.2.2. ✷

5 Optimal degree-one reductions

The systems (4.6) and (4.7) are candidate systems for approximate models for their degree is strictly smaller
than the degree ofB. In fact, the weakest links ofB define degreen− 1 approximants ofB that turn out to be
optimal in the sense of definition 3.4. This is a main result of this paper and stated in the following subsection.
Proves are collected in subsection 5.2.

5.1 Solution for systems of rank one

Theorem 5.1
Let B ∈ L

q be a system of rank m and degree n, with weakest forward gain −→ρ and weakest backward gain
←−ρ . Suppose that −→r and←−r are the multiplicity of −→ρ and←−ρ and let (−→p ∧ −→f ) and (←−p ∧←−f ) denote a
weakest forward and backward link, respectively. Let ρ = min(−→ρ ,←−ρ ) be the weakest gain of B, and define
α∗ := arctan(ρ).
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1. Suppose that m = 1 or m = q − 1 and←−ρ �= −→ρ . Then there exists a unique optimal degree (n − 1)
approximant R∗ of B, given by

R∗ :=


B(−→p ∧ 0) if m = 1, ρ = −→ρ
B(0 ∧←−f ) if m = 1, ρ =←−ρ
B(0 ∧ −→f )⊥ if m = q − 1, ρ = −→ρ
B(←−p ∧ 0)⊥ if m = q − 1, ρ =←−ρ

(5.1)

Moreover, θ(B,R∗) = α∗, and this angle is flat. R∗ has degree n−−→r if−→ρ <←−ρ , it has degree n−←−r
if −→ρ >←−ρ .

2. If m = 1 or m = q − 1 and←−ρ = −→ρ then both

R∗1 :=
{

B(−→p ∧ 0) if m = 1

B(0 ∧ −→f )⊥ if m = q − 1
, and R∗2 :=

{
B(0 ∧←−f ) if m = 1

B(←−p ∧ 0)⊥ if m = q − 1

are optimal degree (n− 1) approximants and there are no other solutions. If ρ = 1, all optimal approxi-
mants are static (i.e., of zero degree).

3. If 1≤ m < q, all optimal degree (n− 1) approximants R of B satisfy

θ(R,B) ≥ α∗, (5.2)

and equality implies that either

−→ρ ≤←−ρ , (−→p ∧ 0) ∈ R and (0 ∧ −→f ) ⊥ R (5.3)

or

←−ρ ≤ −→ρ , (←−p ∧ 0) ⊥ R and (0 ∧ −→f ) ∈ R. (5.4)

The interpretation of this theorem is most straightforward for systems withm = 1,q = 2 and−→ρ �= ←−ρ . Optimal
reduction of the state dimension (by at least one degree) amounts to cutting the weakest link of the system, and
the unique optimal approximant is generated by the smallest halve (i.e., past or future) of the weakest link. For
q > 2, andm = 1 orm = q − 1, either the approximant or the error system is of rank one. Optimal degree
(n− 1) approximants are unique, unless the weakest forward and weakest backward gain coincide. The latter
occurs in e.g. time symmetric systems. Systems with weakest gainρ = 1 are ’irreducible’, in the sense that
the optimal approximant is as good as the error system, both having a flat angleπ/4 with respect to the optimal
system. In that case the approximant does not resemble any of the original dynamics, as it has degree 0. For
systems with rank 1< m < q − 1 the result is less specific. We strongly conjecture that the boundα∗ is tight.

Theorem 5.1 does not characterize optimal approximants of degreen′ < n−1. The difficulty in this case is that
solutions do no longer have flat angles with respect to the original system. Forn′ < n−1, approximate models
can be obtained iteratively byn−n′ consecutive approximations in which at each step an optimal approximant of
degree one less than the degree of the previous step is obtained. However, such an iterative scheme of sequential
reductions will in general not result in an optimal approximate model of degreen′. See Section 6.6 and the
example in Section 8.

Example 5.2
In Example 4.5 we determined the weakest link inD. According to Theorem 5.1, the optimal degree 0 approx-
imant ofD is given byR∗ := B(p ∧ 0) with p as in Example 4.5. This is a static system given by

R∗ := {w = ( u
y
) ∈ �2| ( ut

yt
) ∈ im

[
2

−1+√5

]
}.
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Here,θ(D,R∗) = arctan(3−√5
2 ). The angle is flat, which means that the angle is achieved for every element in

D, and for every element inR∗. This concludes the leading example.

5.2 Proof

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is structured as follows. First we show how the first part of the theorem, concerning
systems of rankm = 1 orm = q − 1, can be derived as a consequence of statement 3. Then we prove that
α∗ is indeed a lower bound on achievable angles, by a sequence of lemmas. This involves the construction of
trajectories inB that define a fixed angle with respect to a given reduced order systemR. From this construction
we derive the properties of approximants that achieve the optimal angleα∗.

statement 3⇒ statement 1-2.
From Proposition 4.8 it follows that the system defined by(5.1) has degree at mostn − 1, and a flat angleα∗
with respect toB. By Proposition 4.9, the degree of this system is eithern−←−r or n−−→r . If ρ = 1, then all
canonical ratios must be one, henceρ =←−ρ = −→ρ = 1, and−→r =←−r = n. In that case, all systems in (5.1) are
static and have angleπ/4 with respect toB. If statement 3 holds, thenα∗ is optimal and it follows that (5.1) is
an optimal degree(n− 1) approximant.

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) specify one time series belonging to a candidate approximant and one belonging to
its orthogonal complement. By Proposition 2.12, these time series determine the system completely ifm = 1
or m = q − 1. Consequently, there are no other systems than (5.1) that satisfy (5.3) or (5.4). So it suffices to
prove statement 3.

Proof of statement 3.
First we focus on the lower bound (5.2). This lower bound is established by defining trajectories inB which
achieve this angle with respect to an arbitrary candidate approximate modelR of degreenred < n. To avoid
some technicalities in the proof we assume, throughout this section, thatθ(B,R) < π/2. This assumption is
justified by the fact that the lower bound on angles never exceedsπ/4, i.e., this assumption valid if there are no
reduced order systems with angle belowπ/2.

Lemma 5.3
Let B ∈ L

q have complexity (m, n) and let R ∈ L
q have complexity (m, nred) with nred < n. Then for every

interval I ⊂ Z of length N ≥ n there exists w( ∈ B of the form

w( = w← ∧ w∗ ∧ w→

with the following properties:

1. 0 �= w∗ ∈ BI ∩ (RI)
⊥

2. w← and w→ are resp. the (unique) minimal backward and forward continuation of w∗ in B

3. ‖w← ∧ w→‖ = 1

Proof. First we show thatBI ∩ (RI)
⊥ has positive dimension, which guarantees existence of a non-zero

elementw∗. By Definition 2.4, dimBI = mN + n and dimRI = mN + nred. By Proposition 2.7,(RI)
⊥ has

dimensionqN− (mN+nred). Now dimBI+dim(RI)
⊥ = qN+n−nred, which implies that there must be an

n−nred-dimensional intersection of both. By definition,BI, w∗ admits an extensionw−−∧
t0

w∗ ∧
t1+1

w++ ∈ B,
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with t0 = minI and t1 = maxI. Obviously we may chooseσ−t0w−− ∈ B⇐ and σ t1−1w++ ∈ B⇒.
As t1 − t0 = N ≥ n, Proposition 4.2 implies that such an extension is unique, soσ−t0w−− = w← and
σ t1−1w++ = w→. (Uniqueness is not essential here, but it justifies to speak aboutthe minimal continuation).
Finally, the normalization constraint is justified as, by assumption,θ(B,R) < π/2, and hence‖w←∧w→‖ �= 0.

✷

In this way the system can frustrate any approximation onfinite intervals of any length. This can be translated
to the following lower bound on angles.

Lemma 5.4
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3, θ(B,R) ≥ arctan(‖w∗‖) with w∗ defined in Lemma 5.3.

Proof. Sincew(, defined in Lemma 5.3, belongs toB, θ(B,R) ≥ θ(w(,R). Now let ŵ′ be the orthogonal
projection ofw( ontoR, and letw̃′ := w( − ŵ′ be the corresponding error. Thenθ(w(,R) = θ(w(, ŵ′) =
arctan( ‖w̃

′‖
‖ŵ′‖ ). It remains to prove that‖w̃′‖ ≥ ‖w∗‖, as then

‖w̃′‖2

‖ŵ′‖2 =
‖w̃′‖2

‖w(‖2− ‖w̃′‖2 =
‖w̃′‖2

1+ ‖w∗‖2− ‖w̃′‖2 ≥ ‖w∗‖2.

Therefore we splitw( = wext+(0∧w∗∧0), with wext = w←∧0∧w→. Letŵext andw̃ext denote the orthogonal
projection ofwext onto resp.R andR⊥, so thatwext = ŵext + w̃ext . By construction,(0 ∧ w∗ ∧ 0) ⊥ R,
so ŵ′ = ŵext andw̃′ = (0 ∧ w∗ ∧ 0) + w̃ext. Further,w̃ext

I = −ŵext
I ∈ RI, which implies that̃wext ⊥ w∗.

Conclude that‖w̃′‖2 = ‖w̃ext‖2+ ‖w∗‖2 ≥ ‖w∗‖2. ✷

Next we derive a lower bound on the size ofw∗ in terms of the weakest gain of the systemB. This bound is
independent ofR.

Lemma 5.5
ForK ∈ N, letρK be theminimumof ‖wmiddle‖ over allwmiddle ∈ B[−K,K−1] forwhich (w←∧wmiddle∧w→) ∈
B with w← and w→ the minimal norm past and future extensions of wmiddle satisfy ‖w← ∧ w→‖ = 1. Then
supK∈N ρK ≥ min(−→ρ ,←−ρ ).

Proof. Note thatσKw← ∈ B⇐, andσ 1−Kw→ ∈ B⇒. By definition of the weakest forward link, the minimal
norm continuation ofσKw← has norm at least−→ρ ‖w←‖. Similarly, the minimal norm futureσ 1−Kw→ is only
compatible with pasts of norm at least←−ρ ‖w→‖. The final step in the proof is a limiting argument. As past and
future links form finite dimensional spaces of square summable sequences, for allε > 0 there existsN ∈ N

such that for allp ∈ B⇐ andf ∈ B⇒ ‖p[−N,−1]‖ ≥ (1− ε)‖p‖ and‖f[0,N ]‖ ≥ (1− ε)‖f‖. Hence for all
ε > 0 there also is aK such thatρK ≥ (1− ε)min(−→ρ ,←−ρ ), from which the bound on the supremum follows.

✷

The inequality (5.2) can now be proven as follows. LetB andR satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.3, let
K ≥ n and let

w(

(K) = w← ∧−K w∗(K) ∧
K−1

w→ (5.5)

be defined as in Lemma 5.3 withI = [−K,K−1]. Asw(

(K) ∈ B, θ(B,R) ≥ supK θ(w(

(K),R). From Lemma 5.5

it follows that supK ‖w∗(K)‖ ≥ min(←−ρ ,−→ρ ). Now Lemma 5.4 implies thatθ(B,R) ≥ arctan(min(←−ρ ,−→ρ )) =
arctanρ = α∗.
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Finally we need to show that either (5.4) or (5.3) holds for systems that achieveα∗. SupposeR satisfies
θ(R,B) = α∗. This implies that for allK ≥ n, θ(w(

(K),R) ≤ α∗, with w(

(K) defined in (5.5). Suppose that
−→ρ <←−ρ . Then this is only possible if limK→∞ θ(σ−Kw(

(K) ∧ 0,L) = 0, whereL is thef -dimensional space
spanned by the pasts of all weakest links. Moreover, since for allK ≥ n, (0 ∧ w∗(K) ∧ 0) ⊥ R, we infer from
Lemma 5.4 that also limK→∞ θ(w←(K) ∧ 0 ∧ w→(K),R) = 0. Hence, for allε > 0 there is a pastp of a weakest
link such thatθ(p ∧ 0,R) < ε. As the space spanned by such pasts is of finite dimension (f ), andR is closed,
this implies thatR must contain a cutted past of some weakest link. Infer from Proposition 4.9 thatR then
contains all separate pasts of these links, as they generate the same system. In a similar way it is derived that
R⊥ must contain the seperate futures of all weakest links.

The proof for←−ρ is analogous. In case←−ρ = −→ρ , the same argument implies that stillR has to contain(−→p ∧0)
or (0 ∧←−f ), andR⊥ resp.(0 ∧ −→f ) or (←−p ∧ 0).

6 Isometric state representations

The purpose of this section is to introduce isometric state representations (ISR’s) of dynamical systems in the
model classL. These representations are further refinements of forward scattering representations (cf. [34]), and
have been introduced in [23,24]. In order to facilitate computational procedures, we provide algorithms for the
transformation between classical input/state/output representations and canonical isometric state representations
in Section 6.3, and describe how to compute orthogonal projections onto systems in Section 6.4. In Section 6.6
we characterize the process of cutting links in terms of isometric state space representations and provide an
algorithm for optimal degree-one reductions for the case whereq = 2 andm = 1.

6.1 Construction and definition

From now on, variables that belong to a systemB and those belonging to its orthogonal complementB̃ are
distinguished by hats and tildes, respectively.

Theorem 6.1 (Canonical isometric state representations)
B ∈ L

q if and only if there exists m, n ∈ N and a square partitioned matrixM =
[
A B B̃
C D D̃

]
∈ R

(n+m+p)×(n+q)

with p = q −m, such that

1. M is unitary, i.e.,MM% = M%M = In+q .

2. B = {ŵ ∈ �
q
2 | ∃̂x ∈ �n2, v̂ ∈ �m2 such that

x̂t+1 = Âxt + Bv̂t
ŵt = Cx̂t +Dv̂t }. (6.1)

3. B̃ = {w̃ ∈ �
q
2 | ∃̃x ∈ �n2, ṽ ∈ �

p
2 such that

x̃t+1 = Ãxt + B̃ṽt

w̃t = Cx̃t + D̃ṽt }.
(6.2)
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4. the gramianW := �j∈NA
jBB%A%j is diagonal with non-increasing diagonal elements 1 > λ1 ≥ . . . ≥

λn > 0, or, equivalently, the gramian W̃ := �j∈NA
j B̃B̃%A%j = In−W is diagonal with non-decreasing

diagonal elements 0 < 1− λn ≤ . . . ≤ 1− λn < 1.

Proof. This has been proven in [14, 24]. In the context of this paper we provide an independent proof of
the ‘only if’ part as follows. LetF := {0 ∧ f(k)}nk=1 with f(k) ∈ B⇒ as defined in Proposition 4.7. LetV
denote an orthonormal basis of̂V := (B⇔ + σ−1B⇔) ∩ (B⇔)⊥ and letṼ denote an orthonormal basis of
Ṽ := (B̃⇔ + σ−1B̃⇔) ∩ (B̃⇔)⊥. DefineW0 := {e1, . . . , eq}, whereek has been introduced in the notation
section. ThenW0 is an orthonormal basis for the values of time series in�

q
2 at t = 0. LetM be such that

M : T1 := {F,V, Ṽ} '→ T2 := {σ−1F,W0}.
We claim thatT1 andT2 are both orthonormal bases of

H := {w ∈ �
q
2 | w = (0 ∧ w0 ∧ w→) with w0 ∈ R

q andσw→ ∈ B⇒} (6.3)

For T2 this is obvious. To see this forT1, we derive that

V̂ := {ŵ ∈ B|ŵ = (0 ∧ ŵ0 ∧ ŵ→) with σ ŵ→ ∈ B⇒} (6.4)

Ṽ := {w̃ ∈ B̃|w̃ = (0 ∧ w̃0 ∧ w̃→) with σ w̃→ ∈ B̃⇒} (6.5)

ThenV̂ ⊂ Bo→ andṼ ⊂ B̃o→ imply orthonormality ofT1. Further, aŝw→ andw̃→ denote (unique) minimum
norm continuations in resp.B andB̃, dimV̂ = dim V̂0 = m and dimṼ = p = q −m, cf. Lemma 2.5. SoT1
containsn + q elements, and all obviously belong toH. Therefore it suffices to prove the equation (6.4) (the
proof of (6.5) is analogous).

First observe that̂V ⊥ B⇔ impliesV̂− ⊥ B⇐ (the implication is valid for any subset ofB, cf. Proposition 4.2).
On the other hand, from the same proposition it follows thatσ−1B⇐ ⊂ B⇐, and hencêV− ⊂ B⇐. Conlude
thatV̂− = 0. Also (σ V̂)+ ⊂ (σB⇒ +B⇒) = B⇒, which implies that for anŷw ∈ V̂, ŵ[1,∞) is indeed the
(unique) minimal continuation of its past. The equation forṼ is proved analogously. By consequence,M is a
unitary matrix.

The equations (6.1) are valid with(̂xt , v̂t ) the coefficients of the projection ofσ j ŵ ontoH for basisT1. Namely,
for ŵ ∈ B we havẽvt = 0 for all t ∈ Z, and by definition ofM, (̂xt+1, ŵt ) are its coefficients with respect to
T2. The proof of (6.2) is analogous.

Finally, the result concerningW andW̃ is an immediate consequence of the definition ofF in Proposition 4.7.
The diagonal elements of the gramianW coincide with the values ofγ 2

k in that proposition. ✷

The matrixM is a canonical isometric state representation (CISR) of B (and ofB̃). These representations
are minimal, in the sense that neither the state dimension nor the number of auxiliary inputs can be reduced.
The term ’canonical’ is usually related to uniqeuness of representations. If all canonical gains of a system are
distinct, the only non-uniqueness in a CISR is a sign transformation of each state component, and a unitary basis
transformation of the auxiliary inputsv and̃v.

If M satisfies the conditions 1-3 of Theorem 6.1 thenM is called anisometric state representation (ISR)
of B. The quadruple(A,B,C,D) in (6.1) is refered to as astate representation (SR) of B, and we write
B(A,B,C,D). In Section 6.3 we describe how to transform a SR’s to an equivalent CISR.
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6.2 From CISR to canonical links

It is straightforward to construct the canonical links from a given CISR. LetM =
[
A B B̃
C D D̃

]
define a CISR of

B (and ofB̃), with controllability gramiansW andW̃ = In − W and letF := AWC% + BD%. Thek-th
canonical link̂w(k) = (γ̃kp(k)∧γkf(k)) ∈ B, satisfies the state equations (6.1) with auxiliary inputv̂(k) and state
sequencêx(k) given by

ŵ(k) :=
{
F%A%−t−1

W− 1
2 ek if t ∈ Z−

CAtW
1
2 ek if t ∈ Z+

; v̂k :=
{
B%A%−t−1

W− 1
2 ek if t ∈ Z−

0 if t ∈ Z+
(6.6)

x̂k :=
{
WA%−tW− 1

2 ek if t ∈ Z−
AtW

1
2 ek if t ∈ Z+

(6.7)

p(k) := F%A%−t−1
(WW̃)−

1
2 ek, t ∈ Z−; f(k) := CAtek, t ∈ Z+ (6.8)

6.3 Obtaining a CISR

In addition to this abstract construction of CISR’s from behaviors, we now describe how to obtain these repre-
sentations from input/state/output representations (cf. also [23,24]). Consider the state equations

x̂t+1 = A′̂xt + B ′̂ut
ŷt = C ′̂xt +D ′̂ut , (6.9)

wherêut ∈ R
m and̂yt ∈ R

p denote the input and output of the system at timet . LetBi/o(A
′, B ′, C′,D′) denote

the set of square summable trajectories(̂u, ŷ) that satisfy (6.9). The representation is called minimal if the state
dimension cannot be reduced without affecting the system. The next algorithm convertsBi/o(A

′, B ′, C′,D′)
to a CISR.

Data: (A′, B ′, C′,D′) which defines the systemB = Bi/o(A
′, B ′, C′,D′), with m inputs andp = q − m

outputs.

Step 1: Construction of an SR

DefineA := A′, B := B ′, C :=
[

0
C′
]
, D :=

[
Im
D′
]
.

Step 2: Construction of an ISR
Determine matricesF and nonsingular matricesS andR such that

M̂ :=
[
S 0
0 Iq

] [
A B

C D

] [
S−1 0
FS−1 R

]
(6.10)

is isometric. This is obtained by solvingS%S = K, RR% = P−1 and takingF := −P−1L, with P :=
B%KB +D%D, L := B%KA+D%C andK the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the algebraic
Riccati equationK = A%KA−L%P−1L+C%C. An ISRM is obtained by completinĝM to a square unitary
matrix, by adding the lastq − m columns ofU with U�V % the SVD ofM̂. (Re)defineA,B,C,D, B̃, D̃

corresponding to thisM.

Step 3: Diagonalize gramian
Determine the unique symmetric solution ofW = AWA% + BB%, and its SVDW = U9U%, with W =
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diag(λ1, . . . , λn) and 1> λ1 > . . . > λn > 0. RedefineM as
[
U% 0
0 Iq

]
M
[
U 0
0 Iq

]
, and redefineA,B,C, B̃

correspondingly.

Result:
M is a CISR ofB.

Conversely, all SR’s (in particular CISR’s) can be transformed to i/s/o representations as follows.

Data:
A minimal SR(A,B,C,D) of a systemB.

Step 1:

Rearrange the components such thatD =
[
Du

Dy

]
andC =

[
Cu

Cy

]
with Du (square and) nonsingular.

Step 2:
DefineA′ := A− BD−1

u Cu, B ′ := BD−1
u , C′ := Cy −DyD

−1
u Cu, andD′ := DyD

−1
u .

Result:
(A′, B ′, C′,D′) is a minimal i/s/o-representation ofB.

See [23] for proofs of these claims. We remark that the first algorithm constructs a canonical isometric state
space realization of a normalized coprime factorization of the transfer function associated with the state space
system (6.9) (See [30] and [25, Proposition3]). Further, Step 1 in the last algorithm shows that an input-output
decomposition of variables is not unique in general.

6.4 Orthogonal projection formula

The orthogonal projection of a time seriesw ∈ �
q
2 onto a systemB can be calculated in terms of CISR’s as

follows.

Proposition 6.2 (Orthogonal Projection)
Let B ∈ L. Every w ∈ �2 admits a decomposition w = ŵ + w̃ with ŵ the orthogonal projection of w on B

and w̃ the orthogonal projection of w on B̃. ŵ and w̃ are uniquely determined by (6.1) and (6.2) where v̂ and ṽ
are given by

xt = A%xt+1+ C%wt

v̂ = B%xt+1+D%wt

ṽ = B̃%xt+1+ D̃%wt .

(6.11)

Proof. Premultiplying (6.11) withM yields

xt+1 = Axt + Bv̂t + B̃ṽt

wt = Cxt +Dv̂t + D̃ṽt .
(6.12)

Hencex = x̂ + x̃ andw = ŵ + w̃ with ŵ ∈ B andw̃ ∈ B̃, from which the result follows. ✷
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6.5 Computing the angle between systems

In this section we explain how to determine the angle between two systems, cf. Definition 3.1. First observe
that for systems with aflat angle, which is the most relevant case in this paper, this amounts to the orthogonal
projection of anarbitrary non-zero trajectory in the one system onto the other one, as described above, and then
determine the corresponding angle, cf. Section 3.1.

For the general case we relate the angle between two systems to theH∞-norm of a transfer function. We remark,
however, that the algorithm is not needed in the model reduction approach in this paper.

Data: A CISR of a systemB andB′, both of the same rankm, given by resp.[
A B B̃
C D D̃

]
and

[
A′ B ′ B̃ ′
C′ D′ D̃′

]
(6.13)

Step 1: Construct the rational transfer functionsG1(s) := C(sIn−A)−1B+D andG̃2(s) := C′(Is−A′)−1B̃ ′+
D̃′,

Step 2: Determine them× p series connectionH := G̃∗2G1, with G̃∗2(s) = G̃%(s−1) the adjoint ofG̃2.

Step 3: Determine the induced normν := ‖H‖∞ := sup̂v∈�m2
‖H v̂‖
‖̂v‖ , which is equal to the square root of

sup0≤θ≤2π ‖H%(e−iθ )H(eiθ )‖∞, with the matrix norm defined as the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric
matrix.

Result: α := arcsinν is the angle beteenB andB′.

The proof of correctness relies on the fact thatH is the mapping from the auxiliary input̂v of a system trajectory
in B to the auxiliary input̃v′ of the projection error̂w − ŵ′, with ŵ′ the projection of̂w ontoB′. As G̃2 is
isometric,‖̃v′‖ is the size of the projection error, from which the result follows.

6.6 Cutting links in state representations

In this section, the effect of cutting a canonical link is translated in terms of state representations. In view of the
main result, the systemsB(p(k) ∧ 0) andB(0∧ f(k)) are of main interest. These systems have rank 1, and their
orthogonal complements have rankq−1. In the analysis, we focus attention toB(0∧ f(k)). Similar results can
be inferred forB(p(k) ∧ 0) by a time-reversion argument.

In terms of a CISRM =
[
A B B̃
C D D̃

]
, the trajectory0 ∧ f(k) is given by

{. . . ,0,0 | Cek, CAek, CA2ek, . . . }.
A state representation forB(0 ∧ f(k)) is given by

σz = Az+ Aekh

w = Cz+ Cekh.

with h an auxiliary input that hasf(k) as its impulse response. Notice that this representation is not minimal, as
the degree of the system is strictly smaller than the degreen of B. A reduced order representation is obtained
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with the auxiliary inputh′ := h+ e%k z, leading to

σz′ = E%k AEkz′ + Aekh′

w = CEkz′ + Cekh′,

whereEk has been introduced in the notation section.

If the k-th canonical gain has multiplicity one, this is indeed a minimal state representation forB(0 ∧ f(k)).
Notice, however, that it is not isometric in general.

To obtain a state representation forB(0 ∧ f(k))⊥, we first recall the state equations ofB induced by the CISR
M,

(
σx
w

)
= M

x
v̂
ṽ

 and

x
v̂
ṽ

 = M%
(
σx
w

)

which are given by (6.12) and (6.11). The conditionσ jw ⊥ (0 ∧ f(k)) is equivalent toe%k xj = 0, cf. the proof
of Theorem 6.1, and hence

w ∈ B(0 ∧ f(k))⊥ iff e%k x = 0.

This condition can be translated to a state feedback law, by solving

e%k (Ax + Bv̂ + B̃ṽ) = 0 (6.14)

for one component in the auxiliary inputs in̂v or ṽ. Eliminating this single component then results in a (not
necessarily stable) state representation withq − 1 remaining auxiliary inputs.

We further restrict the attention to systems withm = q − 1, as then the (single component)ṽ can be eliminated
completely, by substituting

ṽ = −e%k Ax

e%k B̃
− e%k Bv̂

e%k B̃
. (6.15)

This results in the following state representation forB(0 ∧ f(k))⊥.

Proposition 6.3 (SR of k-th canonical state annihilator)
Suppose that B has rank m = q − 1. Then B(0 ∧ f(k))⊥ has a state representation

xt+1 = TkAxt + TkBv̂t

wt = (C − αD̃e%n A)xt + (D − αD̃e%n B)̂vt
(6.16)

with α := 1/(e%k B̃) and Tk := Ik − αB̃e%k . Its controllability gramian is given byW − λk
λ̃k
W̃ . The system is of

degree n− r , and has at most k − r ′ stable poles, with r the multiplicity of gain λk , and k − r ′ the index of the
first gain strictly smaller than λk .

Proof. The formula for the state representation follow directly from the substitution (6.15). The controllability
gramian of(TkA, TkB) is given byX = W − λk

λ̃k
W̃ , as it is a solution ofX = TkAXA

%T %k + TkBB
%T %k ,

which is derived as follows. Observe thatTkB̃ = 0 ande%k Tk = 0, and henceTk(AXA% + BB)T %k =
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Tk(AXA
%+BB− λk

λ̃k
B̃B̃%)T %k = TkXT

%
k = X+ (In−Tk)X(In−Tk)

% = X. Finally, notice that the gramian

is diagonal, with firstk− r ′ entries positive, thenr zero diagonal entries, and the remaining ones negative. This
implies that in[TkA TkB] thek− r ′ + r-th tok− r ′ +1-th row is zero. Removing theser rows yields a minimal
representation, as the degree of the represented system is indeedn − r, cf. Proposition 4.9, and this has the
same controllability gramian with the zero diagonal entries removed. Then infer from Theorem 3.3 in [11] that
the rational transfer function which mapsv̂ into w according to (6.16) hask − r ′ stable poles. ✷

We emphasize that the state representation (6.16) is not necessarily isometric. It can be transformed into a CISR
as described in Section 6.3. We remark that in general this requires a non-diagonal state space transformation,
and that it seems difficult to derive analytic formulas, unless the number of system variables is two.

6.7 Reduced order CISR for siso systems

The following theorem gives an explicit degree-one reduction formula in terms of CISR’s for the case where
m = 1 andq = 2. This corresponds to systems with single input and single output, cf. Section 6.3.

Theorem 6.4 (CISR optimal reductions)
Let B ∈ L have a CISR M =

[
A B B̃
C D D̃

]
and suppose that q = 2, rank m = 1, λn ≤ 1− λ1, and all λj are

distinct. Define λ̃ := λ̃n and λ := λn. A CISR of the optimal angle approximantR∗ = B(0∧ fn) = B(pn∧ 0)
of B is given by

M∗ :=
[

Q(TAQ λ̃
1
2Q(T B βλ̃

1
2QAen

(C − βD̃e%n A)Q λ̃
1
2 (D − βD̃e%n B) βλ̃

1
2Cen

]
n̄

=:
[
AR BR B̃R

CR DR D̃R

]
(6.17)

where [·]n̄ denotes the removal of the n-th row and column in a matrix, and where β := 1/(e%n B̃), T :=
In − βB̃e%n , Q := (In − λW−1)

1
2 , and Q( its pseudo-inverse diag{

√
λ1

λ1−λ , . . . ,
√

λn−1
λn−1−λ ,0}. R∗ = B(M∗)

has flat angle arcsin(λ
1
2 ) with respect to B, and its canonical gains equal those of B, with the smallest one

removed.

Proof. According to Theorem 5.1,R∗ is given byB(0∧ fn)⊥ = B(pn ∧ 0), has degreen− 1, and indeed has

flat angle arcsin(λ
1
2 ) with respect toB. So (6.16) withk = n andr = 1 is a state representation forR∗, with

minimal state after removing the last (zero valued) component inx. Observe that(AR,BR,CR,DR) is obtained
by a basis transformationQ( (which is invertible on the minimal state space) and a rescaling of auxiliary inputs

by a factor̃λ
1
2 . This proves thatB(M∗) = R∗. Further, the controllability gramian in (6.16) transforms into

Q((W − λn
λ̃n
W̃ )Q( = diag(λ1, . . . , λn−1,0), which proves the claim on the canonical gains in the reduced

system.

It remains to show thatM∗ is a unitary matrix. Straightforward verification turns out to be problematic, and
instead we give a more abstract derivation of this fact, based on a further analysis of (6.16) for siso systems. If
we take for̂v in (6.16) the value

v̂ = γ̃k v̂(k), (6.18)

as defined in (6.6), thenw andx are given by

w = (p(k) ∧ 0) (6.19)

x = (γ̃−1
k Q

1
2 x̂−(k) ∧ 0), (6.20)
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which can be proved as follows. Observe thatv̂, x andw in (6.16) are consistent with their definition in (6.11)
and (6.12). Consequently, for the given value ofv̂, the correspondingw in (6.16) must satisfyw− γ̃kŵ(k) ∈ B̃,
which holds true for (6.19). The existence of any other elementw′ ∈ B(0 ∧ f(n))⊥ with this property would
imply that0 �= w−w′ ∈ B̃∩B(0∧ f(n))⊥, which contradicts Proposition 4.8 (by assumptionB̃ has rank one).
Hence (6.19) must be true. Substituting this formula in (6.11) yields (6.20), where it may be helpful to use that
�
j−1
i=0A

iFCAj−1−i = AjW −WAj for all j ∈ N.

Now it is easily verified that for the triple(̂v, x,w) as specified above, andz := E%k Q(x, h := λ̃− 1
2 v̂, it holds

that for all t ∈ Z,

(
zt+1
wt

)
=
[
AR BR

CR DR

](
zt
ht

)
, while alsoh%t ht + z%t zt = z%t+1zt+1 + w%t wt . Conclude that[

AR BR

CR DR

]
is isometric.

Finally, we have to show that the last column inM∗ completes the others to a square unitary matrix. Orthogonality
of the last column to the others inM∗ is straightforward from the fact thatM is a unitary matrix, which implies
C%D = −A%B andC%D̃ = −A%B̃. HenceB̃%RBR + D̃%RDR = e%n A%QQ(T B + e%n C%(D − βD̃e%n B) =
enA

%T B−e%n A%(B−βB̃e%n B) = 0. Similarly,B̃%RAR+D̃%RCRe
%
n A

%QQ(TAQ+e%n C%(C−βD̃e%n A)Q =
enA

%TAQ− e%n A%(A− βB̃e%n A)Q+ e%n Q = 0.

In order to derive that the last column has unit norm, we make use of the (typical siso) fact that

W− 1
2AW

1
2 = SW̃

1
2A%W̃

1
2S (6.21)

with S some diagonal sign matrix, i.e., with diagonal entries 1 or−1 and other entries zero. This is derived as

follows. W− 1
2AW

1
2 represents the projection ofσB⇔ ontoB⇔ andW̃

1
2A%W̃ 1

2 represents the projection of
B̃⇔ ontoσB̃⇔ with respect to the bases ofB⇔ andB̃⇔ as given in Proposition 4.7. Ifm = 1 andq = 2,

thenB̃rev has CISR
[

A B B̃
JC JD JD̃

]
, with J := [

0 −1
1 0

]
. Now (6.21) follows from an obvious relation between

the past-future links in this system andB⇔, and the fact that canonical past-future links are unique modulo a
sign if all gains are distinct, cf. Proposition 4.7.

Then B̃%R B̃R + D̃%R D̃R = β 2̃λ(e%n A%Q2Aen + e%n C%Cen). As C%C = In − A%A, this equalsβ 2̃λ(1 −
e%n A%(In −Q2)Aen), and applying (6.21) twice results in

β 2̃λ(1− e%n S(WW̃)−
1
2A(WW̃)

1
2SλW−1S(WW̃)

1
2A%(WW̃)−

1
2Sen) = β2(̃λ− e%n AW̃A%en).

SubstituteAW̃A% = W̃ − B̃B̃% and apply the definition ofβ to see that the squared norm is indeed 1. ✷

We remark that for systems where the weakest link is abackward link, the algorithm can be applied to to a CISR
of B̃, whose weakest link will be a weakest forward link, or, equivalently, to a CISR ofBrev.

We conclude this section by a corollary that follows immediately from applying the above theorem several times.

Corollary 6.5 (Sequential Reduction)
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 (and also for the case λn > 1− λ1), k sequential optimal reductions of

B by one degree results in a n− k-th order systemR with arcsin(λ
1
2
n−k+1) ≤ θ(R,B) ≤ arcsin(�n

j=n−k+1τj ),

with {τj }nj=1 the set of real numbers {min(
√
λj ,

√
1− λj )}nj=1 in decreasing order.
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7 Comparison with other methods

In this section we will compare some of the main results of the paper with earlier work. We start with a comparison
to the Global Total Least Squares (GTLS) method, as introduced in [23, 24], and which is developed from the
same behavioral perspective as the optimal angle approach. Since the analysis of this paper has many similarities
with the balancing techniques for input-state-output systems (cf. [18]), it is clarifying to describe the connection
in some detail. In Section 7.2 we relate our results to truncation by balancing, and in Section 7.3 to optimal
Hankel-norm reduction. The detailed relation between Theorem 5.1 and optimal Hankel norm reductions is the
topic of future research.

7.1 Comparison with GTLS

The GTLS method is designed for the construction of systems inL that optimally approximate, under the angle
criterion, a given time seriesw, either on finite time ( [23]) or in�q2 ( [24]). Form, n′ ∈ N, this amounts to
finding a systemB∗ ∈ L of rankm and degree at mostn′ such that

θ(w,B∗) (7.1)

is minimized. Ifw belongs to a systemB ∈ L with rankm and degreen, then the difference with the problem
of optimal angle approximation is that in GTLS just one trajectory is approximated, and not a whole system in
worst-case sense. Ifw is a canonical past-future link inB⇔ then we obtain the following result.

Proposition 7.1
ForB ∈ L and let ŵ(k) denote its k-th canonical link, cf. Definition 4.6. ThenB(p(k)∧ 0) is a stationary point1

of the GTLS criterion (7.1) with w = w(k), m = 1 and n′ = n− 1.

Proof. Under projection ontoB(p(k) ∧ 0), w(k) falls apart into a seperate past and future, cf. Proposition 4.2.
Consequently, the approximation and its state trajectory inB(p(k)∧0) on the one hand, and the projection error
and its state trajectory inB(p(k)∧0)⊥ on the other hand, have zero covariance. This is precisely the stationarity
condition, cf. [24, Theorem 8.1]. ✷

The question arises under which circumstances these systems are alsoglobally optimal under the GTLS criterion.
This is the case ifk = n = 1 andn′ = 0. Simulations do not exclude that it is also true forn > 1 andk = n, in
case the weakest link inB is a forward link. This is illustrated in the example in Section 8. This would imply
that under these conditions optimal reduction by one degree under the angle criterion forB is equivalent to the
single-trajectory based GTLS criterion for̂w(n) ∈ B.

7.2 Comparison with balanced truncation

In this section we compare our results to the balanced truncation model reduction technique initiated by [18].
Since balanced truncation methods apply to stable input-output systems, the methods are best compared on the
level of the (auxiliary) input-output mapping induced by the isometric state representations.

1More precisely, with the angle criterion as function of the parameters in a representation of the system, e.g. a CISR, this criterion has
zero partial derivatives in the point in the parameter space corresponding to this system
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For a CISRM =
[
A B B̃
C D D̃

]
let

G(z) := C(Iz− A)−1B +D (7.2)

and letg be the inversez-transform ofG. Associate withG an operatorG : �m2 → �
q
2 defined by the convolution

ŵ = G(̂v) = g∗ v̂. Then, by construction,̂w ∈ B if and only if ŵ = G(̂v) for somêv ∈ �m2 . Here(A,B,C,D)

is a realization ofG, with observability gramianIn and controllability gramianW , as defined in Theorem 6.1.
A diagonal state transformationW−1/4 brings (A,B,C,D) in balanced form in that the observability and

controllability gramians are both equal toW
1
2 . This implies that the (Hankel-)singular values ofG are in

one-to-one correspondance with the canonical gains. More precisely, thek-th singular valueσk satisfies

σ 2
k =

1

1+ ρ2
k

(= γ 2
k = λk),

with ρk the k-th canonical past-future ratio (cf. Definition 4.6). Consider the smallest singular valueσn. It
satisfies

σ 2
n =

−→ρ
1+−→ρ 2

where−→ρ is the weakest forward gain ofB, cf. Definition 4.4. If this is also the weakest gain, i.e, if−→ρ <←−ρ ,
andm = 1 orm = q − 1, then the optimal degreen− 1 approximant as defined in Definition 3.4 is obtained by
cutting the weakest, orn-th canonical link. Truncation by balancing implies the annihilation of then-th state
component.

The two methods agree in the formalization of a concept of ’least important state’, but they differ, however, in
the implementation of the idea of annihilation of these states. In the method of balanced trunctions the rows and
columns corresponding to the least important states are removed from the state representation. In the Matlab
proceduredmodred these states are restricted to constant values and then eliminated. Both approaches turn
out to be heuristic, in the sense that the approximate systems have no well-defined optimality properties.

The annihilation condition in the our approach is (6.14). The main point is that, on the one hand, the statex does
coincide with the ’true’ statêx for system trajectories, cf. Section 6.4, so it may also be phrased as ’annihilating
the last state component of the system’. On the other hand,x is defined more generally, for everyw ∈ �

q
2 (with

valuêx+ x̃, cf. Section 6.4), with̃v not necessarily zero. In fact, the proof of Theorem 6.4 shows that the state
component is annihilated bỹv alone, without adapting the value ofv̂. We consider it as a strong point of the
behavioral approach to systems that optimal reduction seems to be much more straightforward on the level of
’balanced’trajectories (truncation of past-future links) than on the level of balancedrepresentations.

7.3 Relation with Hankel-norm reduction

In view of the previous it is obvious that there must also be a close connection between OAR and Hankel
approximations on the level of induced operatorsG. We assume that the system is of rankm = 1, so thatG
has a single input, and operators are defined by the image of one non-zero trajectory. The process of cutting the
k-th canonical link suggests a decomposition

G = Ĝ(k) + G̃(k)
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with

G(̂v(k)) = (γ̃kp(k) ∧ γkf(k)) (7.3)

Ĝ(k)(̂v(k)) = (γ̃kp(k) ∧ 0) (7.4)

G̃(k)(̂v(k)) = (0 ∧ γkf(k). (7.5)

It turns out that the stable part of̂G(k) is indeed thek − 1-th order optimal Hankelnorm approximation ofG.
Namely, from Proposition 4.8 it follows that‖G̃(k)‖ = γk = σk, while (6.18), (6.19) and Proposition 6.3 induce
thatĜ(k) has at mostk − 1 stable poles.

This means that for the induced operatorG, the optimal Hankel approximation of degree k is obtained by
truncation of the future in the k-th canonical link, and then taking the stable part.

The result shows that, despite the substantial difference in interpretation, from a technical viewpoint there is
an immediate connection between optimal angle and Hankel approximation of isometric systems. One of the
substantial differences remains that the angle criterion is time-symmetric, and optimal solutions may correspond
to the first Schmidt pair, depending on the type of the weakest gain. Furthermore, Hankel approximation starts
with a given input/output system and is usually not applied to the auxiliary operatorG.

With some modifications the construction can also be applied onto (not necessarily isometric) input output
system, which will be described in a seperate paper.

8 Simulation example

We illustrate the model reduction approach by a numerical example. For a second order system we determine its
unique first order approximation under the angle-criterion. The example is chosen such that the approximation
formulas remain reasonably simple. The exact numerical computationshave been performed in Mathematica.

Consider a system in two variablesu andy described by

yt − 1

3
yt−1 = ut − ut−1+ 1

2
ut−2. (8.1)

Formally, this defines the systemB = {w = ( u
y
) ∈ �2

2 | (8.1) holds}. If y is regarded as the output ofu, the

system corresponds to the transfer function6−6s−1−3s−2

6−2s−1 , having poles{0, 1
3} and complex zeros{1

2 ± 1
2i}, and

realization

xt+1 =
[

1
3 0
1 0

]
xt +

[
1
0

]
ut

yt =
[
− 2

3
1
2

]
xt + ut . (8.2)

Using the algorithm in Section 6.3 this representation can be transformed to a canonical isometric state repre-

sentation (6.1). In step 2 of the algorithm of Section 6.3 this givesK =
[

1
4 − 1

6

− 1
6

5
36

]
, S%S = K is solved for

S =
[

0 1
6

1
2 − 1

3

]
, R = 2

3 andF = [ 1
3 − 2

9

]
and

M̂ = 1

3


2 1 0 2
−2 0 1 2
0 2 2 −1
1 −2 2 0

 , (8.3)
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In the third step, we have to diagonalize the observability gramianW = 1
595

[ 11 −4
−4 71

]
by a unitary transformation

U . A solution forU that also orders the diagonal elements is obtained via the SVD ofW . It is given by

U =
[
−
√

1
2− 15

2
√

229

√
1
2+ 15

2
√

229√
1
2+ 15

2
√

229

√
1
2− 15

2
√

229

]
(8.4)

and it is unique modulo sign changes for each column. A canonical isometric state representation forB is given
by

M =


1
3− 14

3
√

229
− 1

2− 19
6
√

229
1
3

√
1
2+ 15

2
√

229
2
3

√
1− 2√

229
1
2− 19

6
√

229
1
3+ 14

3
√

229
1
3

√
1
2− 15

2
√

229
2
3

√
1+ 2√

229
1
3

√
2+ 30√

229
1
3

√
2− 30√

229
2
3 − 1

3

− 1
3

√
5
2+ 53

2
√

229
1
3

√
5
2− 53

2
√

229
2
3 0

 (8.5)

with gramianW =
[
λ1 0
0 λ2

]
with λ1 = 41+2

√
229

595 ≈ 0.1198 andλ2 = 41−2
√

229
595 ≈ 0.0180.

The canonical past-future ratios are given byρ1 = √(1− λ1)/λ1 = −7+√229
3 ≈ 2.7109 andρ2 = √(1− λ2)/λ2 =

7+√229
3 ≈ 7.3776. The weakest backward gain of the system is given by←−ρ = ρ1 ≈ 2.7109, the weakest

forward gain by−→ρ = 1/ρ2 ≈ 0.1355, which is also the weakest gainρ. It has multiplicity one, and the
corresponding weakest link is unique modulo scaling and sign.

The optimal approximationR∗ of degree one is generated by the past of the weakest (forward) link, or, equiv-
alently, it is the orthogonal complement of the future of this link, which is the future effect of the second state
variable. The corresponding CISR ofR∗ is given by Theorem 6.4, and takes the value

Mred=
 11−√229

18
1
9

√
53+5

√
229

14 − 2
3

√
−2+√229

7

7
9

√
−13+11

√
229

170
1
9

√
51997−569

√
229

1190
1
3

√
2714−178

√
229

595

− 1
3

√
−26+22

√
229

85
2
3

√
554+2

√
229

595 3
√

41−2
√

229
595

 (8.6)

If we eliminate the state variable, then the approximate system is described by

yt − 73− 13
√

229

206
yt−1 = 274+ 2

√
229

309
(ut − 17−√229

20
ut−1). (8.7)

Hence,R∗ = {w = ( u
y
) ∈ �2

2 | (8.7) holds} are the�2 solutions of (8.7). This is the unique first order system

that has minimal angle with respect toB. This angle equals arcsin
√

41−2
√

229
595 , which is about 7.7 degrees.

Any other first order linear time-invariant equation has a square summable solution that has larger angle with
respect to square summable solutions of (8.1). Moreover, the angle is flat, which implies that every element of
R∗ attains this angle with respect toB, and, conversely, every system trajectory inB attains this angle with
respect toR∗.

Finally we consider the result of sequential optimal reduction by one degree. Cutting the past-future link inR∗
results in the optimal static modelR0 defined by the system law

7ut = 6yt .

This system has a flat angle with respect toR∗, but the angle with respect toB is not flat. According to
Section 6.5, the latter angle is given by arcsinν with

ν :=
√

sup
0≤θ≤2π

‖H%(e−iθ )H(eiθ )‖∞ (8.8)
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andH(s) = 7√
85
Gu(s) + −6√

85
Gy(s) with Gu(s) = 2s−6

6s2−9s−2
andGy(s) = −3s2+6s−6

6s2−9s−2
, which are the transfer

functions from̂v to resp. the first and second component ofŵ as induced by (8.5).

Straightforward exact computations show thatν = 2
√

229
7
√

85
, which is achieved forθ = arccos( 6

11). Soθ(B,R0) =
arcsinν ≈ 27.967 degrees. Remarkably enough, this turns out to be equal to the sum of the flat angles between
the subsequent reductions, arcsin(

√
λ1)+arcsin(

√
λ2). To show that this is not an optimal static approximation,

we also determine the angle betweenB and the static systemR1 described by the difference equation 4ut = 5yt ,

in a similar way. This angle is given by arcsin(
√

143+2
√

8530
2009 ) ≈ 23.821 degrees. Consequently,θ(B,R1) <

θ(B,R0), i.e.,R0 is not optimal.

9 Conclusions

We formalized an optimal model approximation problem in the behavioral setting for a class of linear time-
invariant�2 models. A complete solution has been provided for systems of rank one and reductions of the degree
of the to-be-approximated system with one. Reduced order models have been characterized as those models that
can be realized by means of a completion process based on the weakest link trajectories of the system. Partial
results on arbitrary degree reductions have been derived by sequential reductions. Algorithms have been given
for the algebraic calculations of optimal approximate models, based on isometric state space representations
of systems. The relation of the results to global total least squares algorithms, model reduction by balanced
truncations and optimal Hankel norm reductions has been indicated. A simulation example is given and it is
shown that an iterative scheme of sequential reductions is not optimal.
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